
 

 
Abstract— In this paper, we analyze the mechanical stress 

induced from source/drain embedded SiGe (eSiGe) in multiple 
generations of FinFET technologies. By leveraging TCAD 
simulations, we show that high stress over the entire fin height 
could be achieved with a proper design of the eSiGe cavity. We 
also find that the stress should not undergo any reduction as the 
industry continues to scale down CMOS technologies. Hence, it 
should still play a major role in boosting semiconductor device 
performance for the next generation of FinFETs.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
VER THE PAST DECADE, the semiconductor industry 
has relied heavily on mechanical stress to boost 

MOSFET drive current with technology scaling [1], [2]. PFET 
performances were highly improved by uniaxial stress induced 
from eSiGe in the source and drain [3]. However, the 
transition from planar devices to FinFET and the reduction of 
the source/drain dimensions have raised some concerns about 
eSiGe effectiveness for upcoming technology nodes [4], [5], 
[6], [7]. 

In this paper, we present an in-depth analysis of the stress 
3D distribution in bulk FinFET and its evolution with the 
technology scaling. This study is based on TCAD simulations 
of the lattice mismatch performed with Synopsys Sentaurus 
tools. We focus on the effects of both the new eSiGe shapes 
and the reduction of FinFET dimensions. 

II. FINFET PROCESS 
Advanced FinFETs (Fig. 1) incorporate features from the 

latest planar technologies, such as high-k dielectric and 
replacement metal gate (RMG). RMG advantages include low 
equivalent oxide thickness (EOT), flexibility for work-
function tuning, and stress enhancement during the poly gate 
removal [8]. The eSiGe is deposited by epitaxial growth after 
recessing the fin in the source/drain area. Diamond-shaped 
epitaxy allows process control and reduction of contact 
resistance by leveraging the slow growth along (111) 
crystallographic planes.  

(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 1. FinFET cross-sections in the middle of the gate (a), through 
source/drain epitaxy (b), and along the channel from source to drain (c). 

III. SOURCE/DRAIN CAVITY 
Continuous stress enhancements in planar technologies led 

to sigma-shaped eSiGe cavities with a tip extending under the 
spacer to minimize the tip-to-tip distance between source and 
drain [9]. However, this geometry cannot be directly 
transferred to FinFET, and it must be optimized to achieve 
high stress over the entire fin height. In this paper, we 
compare three different cavities: U-shaped, sigma, and super 
sigma (Fig. 2). A U-shaped cavity can be patterned with an 
anisotropic etch such as a reactive ion etch (RIE), whereas 
preferential crystallographic directions are required for sigma 
and super sigma cavities. Sigma and super sigma cavities 
differ mainly in the shape of the tip under the spacer; the prior 
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has a flat surface, and the latter is characterized by two slanted 
surfaces forming a sharp edge. Thus, the super sigma tip can 
extend in the channel while preserving the gate integrity. In all 
cases, the eSiGe germanium mole fraction is equal to 55%, 
with a 25% buffer to prevent the formation of defects. 

 

(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 2. U-shaped (a), sigma (b), and super sigma (c) eSiGe cavities 
(transparent silicon outside eSiGe and no insulator layers). 

The lattice mismatch between SiGe and silicon induces a 
uniaxial compressive stress in the gate length direction, 
boosting holes mobility [10]. Simulation results (Fig. 3) show 
the highest stress is obtained with the super sigma cavity. 
Compared to the sigma cavity, the improvement is relatively 
small, with only a 2% increase of the average stress in the fin. 
Compared to the U-shaped cavity, by contrast, the increase 
reaches 23%. These differences in stress come from the effects 
of different SiGe volumes and tip to tip distances. 

 
(a) (b) 
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Fig. 3. FinFET dimensions (a), stress extraction in the fin (b), lateral stress 
profile from source to drain at mid-fin height (c), and vertical stress profile in 
the middle of the channel (d). 

Importantly, the lateral stress profiles (Fig. 3 c) do not have 
the same shapes for the three cavities. The super sigma 
reaches two maxima near the gate edges, whereas the sigma 
remains almost flat and the U-shaped drops. For advanced 
CMOS technologies with a high fraction of ballistic current, 
the stress maximum near the source junction brings extra 
benefits by enhancing the injection velocity [11]. 

The vertical profiles (Fig. 3 d) show a stress reduction from 
the top to the bottom of the fin. The stress decreases by 67%, 
63%, and 64% for the U-shaped, sigma, and super sigma 
cavities, respectively. Variations along the fin height are 

unavoidable with eSiGe stressors. The lattice constant at the 
bottom of the eSiGe is set by the silicon substrate; thus, the 
lattice mismatch with the silicon fin is small. The mismatch 
increases only as the eSiGe relaxes away from the substrate. 
This effect is reinforced by the stress rebalancing during a 
RMG process. After the dummy poly removal, the top of the 
fin is prone to deformation, allowing a high stress transfer 
from the eSiGe (Fig. 4). 

 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 4. Lateral (a) and vertical (b) stress profiles for sigma cavity FinFET 
before and after polysilicon removal. 

IV. DIMENSIONS SCALING 
We performed TCAD simulations to understand how the 

technology scaling affects the stress in a FinFET, varying only 
one FinFET dimension at a time. The trends were not expected 
to depend strongly on the cavity geometry, so the analysis was 
limited to the sigma cavity. For these simulations, we kept 
diamond-shaped eSiGe even if the epitaxy would merge, and 
the eSiGe cavity tip proximity to the channel stayed constant. 
Lattice mismatch and defect formation between two adjacent 
merged eSiGe are outside the scope of this study. 

First, we consider the dimensions along the device length 
(Fig. 5). The contacted polysilicon pitch CPP variations 
correspond to eSiGe volume variations, the fin dimensions 
remaining constant. The stress tends to saturate at high CPP 
but decreases sharply in the range suitable for advanced 
CMOS technologies (below 100 nm). However, the gate 
length LPOLY and spacer length LSP scaling reduce the fin 
volume, allowing the stress to increase.  

 
(a) (b) 

(c) 

Fig. 5. Stress at the top of the fin (red squares) and average stress in the fin 
(blue sigmas) for CPP (a), LPOLY (b), and LSP (c) variations. 
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Along the device width (Fig. 6), the effect of the fin pitch 
FP is negligible. Even the transition from unmerged to merged 
epitaxies (at approximately 40 nm) does not affect the stress. 
As the fins become narrower to keep the short channel effects 
under control, we expect some stress gain from the fin volume 
reduction. 

 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 6. Stress at the top of the fin (red squares) and average stress in the fin 
(blue sigmas) for FP (a) and the fin width WFIN (b) variations. 

FinFET technology scaling might lead to taller fins to 
increase the current per footprint. However, as shown in Fig. 
7, both the stress at the top of the fin and the average stress are 
fairly insensitive to the fin height HFIN. In contrast, the fin 
recess FR before the eSiGe epitaxy is an important knob for 
stress optimization. The highest stress values are achieved for 
a recess at least 10 nm below the bottom of the fin. 

 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 7. Stress at the top of the fin (red squares) and average stress in the fin 
(blue sigmas) for HFIN (a) and the FR (b) variations. 

To get the overall effects, we performed simulations for 
three FinFET generations (Fig. 8). The results show a 
moderate stress reduction with the technology scaling. The 
average values decrease by 2% from generation 1 to 
generation 2 and by 7% from generation 2 to generation 3. To 
compensate this reduction and achieve the same stress levels 
in all three generations, the eSiGe germanium content needs 
only to increase from 55% to 57% in generation 2 and to 62% 
in generation 3. 

To gain additional insight into the impact of technology 
scaling, the dimensions were adjusted along either the device 
length (CPP, LPOLY, and LSP) or the device width (FP and 
WFIN) (Fig. 9). Along the device length, LPOLY and LSP 
reduction do not compensate for the stress degradation at 
smaller CPP because LPOLY is not scaled as aggressively as 
CPP to mitigate short channel effects. Along the device width, 
the scaling tends to increase the stress, as expected from its 
dependence with the fin width. 

V. CONCLUSION 
A thorough analysis of the mechanical stress distribution in 

FinFET was performed by leveraging TCAD simulations. We 

found that effective stressors can be designed if the fin etch 
before eSiGe epitaxy is properly optimized. And, as CMOS 
technologies continue to be scaled, an increase in the eSiGe 
germanium content by only a few percent is sufficient to keep 
the stress level constant. Therefore, we expect eSiGe stress 
engineering to remain critical in optimizing FinFET 
performance. 

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 8. Dimensions for three FinFET generations (a), stress extraction in the 
fin (b), lateral stress profile at mid-fin height (c), and vertical stress profile in 
the middle of the channel (d). Generations 1, 2, and 3 corresponds to GEN1, 
GEN2, and GEN3, respectively. 

 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 9. Stress extraction for scaling along the device length (a) and width (b). 
Generations 1, 2, and 3 corresponds to GEN1, GEN2, and GEN3, 
respectively. 
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